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The Bjorklund family has received word that Augusta Bjorklund is on her way from Norway to join

them in North Dakota. When the train arrives in the town of Blessing with no Augusta aboard, the

worried family hopes that she will be on the train in the morning. However, only her trunk arrives, so

Bridget Bjorklund insists that Hjelmer, Augusta's brother, go find her. Augusta, after discovering that

her intended bridegroom had married someone else, decided to leave her broken heart in Norway

and start a new life in America. But knowing no English, Augusta misunderstands a ticket agent's

directions in St. Paul, Minnesota, and in the harried confusion she boards the wrong train. When

she arrives at the end of the line, she is met by a handsome young rancher, Kane Moyer, waiting for

his Norwegian mail-order bride....
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I am so glad I waited for book six in this series because after book five I was ready to throw in the

towel. However, this one more than compensated my determination to finish the series!Augusta- the

oldest Bjorkland daughter is finally immigrating to the United States. Her mother, Bridget is excited

to have her join the staff of her new Boarding House in the town of Blessing. Henry has come into

Bridget's life, but she is way too old for romance - or is she?Kane is introduced in the book for the

first time and is a bachelor-rancher who has sent for a mail order bride from Norway. He lives a

whole state away in South Dakota. A lost letter of explanation lends incredible suspense and

disaster to his life.A cluster of unavoidable situations and horrible consequences because of



language barriers lead to some exciting, troubling legal, spiritual and familial fiascoes which take

emotional toll and tax the patience of the families of the participants.The storyline does move from

Blessing to the Ranch and the journeys of Hjelmer but Snelling does a great job keeping it

systematized and integrated. I found it somewhat frustrating to have to leave a character when the

author chose to jump to a different location, but I understood her reasoning.A good portion of the

book is consumed with the search for Augusta, carried out by Hjelmer and Henry at the insistence of

Bridget. A generation gap complete with different expectations and considerably exclusive social

mores causes part of this book to become a mystery as well.Many of the original characters are now

in the background, and this book primarily features Hjelmer, Bridget, Kane and Augusta.
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